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industry so long as private industry meets our supply needs at reasonable
prices. Because
it is safer to enrich peroxide
on site, and be able to control its quality, than it is to expose
the general public to the shipment of 98% peroxide.
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rests,
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are

is the key
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and the more
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Step 2 is develop
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of

catalyst

peroxide.
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and demonstrate
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driven

a state-of-the-art
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Lox/RP
Boost

Technology
program with a projected
recurring
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$100,000.
Boeing

Because

systems

solutions

fabricated,

thrust

for the Low Cost

success.

one
the costs

the 98% catalyst

tried the higher

for
States
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98% compatible,

designed,

a 60K pound

potential

on which

propulsion

approaches

Figure

many

And

and fielded

a

in the AR2-3

several decades
ago. With this success
base to draw on, Rocketdyne
will still be
challenged
to produce a modern
with recurring
costs approaching
to support
missions.
metallic

pump
$50,000

future NASA and Air Force
But it will still not be the nonlight weight

low parts count

pump that is our final destination.
will take additional
design and
development

cycles.

That

Why go forward

Fi_,ure
with

6 Peroxide

on

of 98%

Turbooum_

aninterim design?Becausethis pumpwill adequatelysupportsecondgenerationX-37
andUSFEmissionplans.BecauseStep 3 is develop98% compatible turbopumps.
FMC Corporationwasselectedto performhazardousmaterialstestingof 98%
concentrationperoxide.Safetyis alwaysa foremostconsideration.Almost all of the data
pertainingto safehandlingandstorageof 98%peroxideis threeor moredecadesold.
More currentdatawill be requiredto satisfytoday'srangeandflight safetyboardsfor the
USFEandX-37 flights. FMC, asa pastAmericansupplierof high concentration
peroxide,is eminentlyqualified to performthesetestsandestablishthe requiredsafety
data.
Proposalswerealsoreceivedfor liquid/liquid injectors,regenerativelycooledchambers
andnozzles,completeengines,andcompleteflight vehicles.Theseproposalswill haveto
wait for additionalfundsto becomeavailable,or be resubmittedagainsta newNASA
ResearchAnnouncementin the future.
Conclusion

There is an orderly plan, a technology
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Air Force,
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But continued

roadmap,
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for NASA's peroxide
technology
are a start down the path toward

non-cryogenic
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consistent

More

work
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propulsion

system

will be needed
by industry,

can get us to the end of our development

the goal

to meet

to approach
NASA,

the

and the

path in time to

needs.
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